Installing inverter in truck

My friend owns a Ford F raptor so on the long trips he misses the grid supply dependent
equipment such as his laptop, and power tools. So being an electronics engineer myself and a
tinkerer too, I got to help him sort this out. So I researched how to get a grid power supply to his
truck without spending a fortune for a generator set which also takes much space of the truck
bed. This is how I learned to install an inverter in a truck bed. Now with those research results, I
think I should write a blog to help out many people with similar problems out there. So out of
many options, a viable one is to convert the existing engine power to the grid power. So how do
we convert the engine power to the grid equivalent power? My research revealed that by using a
simple inverter, we could transform the existing engine power of 12 volts to an Alternating volts
at 60Hz, which is in fact grid supply. The inverter is very slim and can supply up to Watts. But
there are more to this. What if we want to use sensitive equipment with the inverter? So before
we finally decide to purchase an inverter for your truck, first determine how much power you
want to consume. Keep in mind that the figure we obtained from the above calculation needs a
steady power output to supply good power for our equipment. There are two types of power
ratings available on the inverters, called steady power and surge power. Continues power rating
is the capacity of the inverter to supply the rated power continuously without overheating or
tripping for long durations. While surge power is where some equipment needs a large amount
of energy for a short burst of time like various power tools, laser printers, etc. We receive the
grid power in an alternating sine wave which comes from generating stations which are an
actual sine wave. But our truck has 12 volts direct current available to the converter. So output
must be identical or nearly identical to the grid supply; especially to drive power sensitive
equipment. There are mainly two types of output power shape, i. As we are installing it on a
moving vehicle and using it on rough highways, we have to ensure that we buy an inverter
which has features such as overloading protection, overheating protection, short circuit
protection, and battery over discharge protection. There is a certification from UL which is a
global independent safety science company which certifies such consumable equipment. Be
careful while handling power tools and always use proper safety measures while handling such
devices. Do not short circuit the battery; it may cause severe harm and damage to the battery
and associated circuitry. It may even cause a fire. Go for the best quality cable possible
because it will carry around all the power from your battery to your inverter. So the cable width
is measured in AWG American wire gauge standard. The lower the AWG, the better the cable
can carry power from battery to inverter without losses. There are Amperes in the left and cable
length in the bottom. So use this simple formula to calculate your approximate cable length.
Use the current value obtained from above to find out the gauge value for the cable depending
on the length you need. Do not forget to get red and black wire which is the industry standard. It
will ease up inverter maintenance and troubleshooting in the future. These are the end
connectors for a cable which connects both ends of the wire to battery and inverter. Make sure
to use good quality to avoid corrosion in the connectors and battery terminals. It will damage
the truck battery as well as the inverter. So we need a fuse inline with the positive wire. The fuse
rating should be equal to the amperage rating we have previously calculated. We need to stop
an excessive drain on the battery when we are not using the inverter. We will use a battery
isolator switch to disconnect the inverter. We will go through the steps one by one. First We
have to prepare and cut the cable to its appropriate lengths. We must decide where to mount
our inverter. The best place is inside the bed wall which is quite easy to reach. You can choose
other areas like in the left or right quarter panel of the truck too. We should have a solid ground
wire connected from inverter up till the negative terminal of the battery and a positive solid
cable connected from inverter positive terminal up to the battery isolator switch. We have to
figure out how we will route the wire through the cabin up to the battery. If we choose to run the
cable through the cabin, then we have to put three pairs of holes through the cab; a couple in
the truck bed, a pair on backside or underside of the cab depending on suitable places to draw
the wire in without much of hassle. Then the last couple in the firewall between the engine bay
and cab to make the cable up to the battery. The fuse: This is the first component and easy to
install too. Now we have to find a place in the engine bay to mount the battery isolation switch
and fuse. It depends on the type of parts you have purchased. Always use mounting screws as
recommended by parts manufacturer. Double check for wiggles or movements as it may
damage the inverter internals. Then we have to route the wires through the cabin or around the
cabin. If routing through the cabin, we have to seal the exit points and entrance points with
waterproof seeling glue, or we can use cable gland connector with locknut; which has inbuilt
rubber to keep the water out of the cabin. We need four of them, two for connecting the inverter
and another two for the battery ground and battery cutoff switch. Take another piece of cable to
connect the switch and fuse using terminal connectors. Now the final step. You can connect it
directly depending on the type of fuse you have purchased. Then join the ground wire to the

battery. Now it is time to test our setup. Now you have a truck which can supply, run and drive
grid dependent equipment on the go. Pretty nifty huh! Yes, of course, you can. Just buy an
inverter which has the battery charging capability. The additional battery adds more power and
elongates battery life. These have very thick electrodes to put as much as possible current for a
short time like during ignition. Yes, it is possible. We can add a second battery to support the
primary battery. But, in general, a truck bed inverter is best for running tools that need a short
burst of power. That said, you should totally avoid installing an inverter on your own if you are
not knowledgeable and skilled enough to know the requirements of the installation and its inner
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and Cooler. In simpler terms, they take the electricity that's available from the cigarette lighter
or accessory socket in your car or truck and turn it into the type of electricity that's available
from the electrical outlets in your home. Since nearly all of your household gadgets and
electronics run off alternating current, adding a power inverter to your car effectively allows you
to take a device that you would normally only be able to use at home, and use it on the road.
Inverters are useful, but they have limitations. The amount of power that an inverter can provide
is limited by the design of the inverter itself and the method that you use to connect it to your
vehicle's electrical system. Some equipment and appliances, like refrigerators, use a huge
amount of electricity when they first turn on, or intermittently during use, which can be a
problem if the inverter isn't big enough to handle the surge. The first, and most important,
consideration is how much power your device requires since that will dictate the size of your
inverter, the installation method, and the installation location. We'll get into this more in the
following steps, but here are some rough power requirements to get you started:. In order to
estimate the right inverter size , a general rule of thumb is to multiply the amps of your device
by the volts, which will provide the wattage requirement:. These consoles may not be terribly
portable, or the easiest way to add in-car gaming to your car, but you can easily jury rig one to
act as the core of a DIY automotive multimedia system. The rating on the Xbox power supply
indicates that it draws 4A at V, so if you wanted to play an Xbox in your car, you'd take those
numbers and plug them into the above-referenced formula:. In this case, you would need an
inverter that provides at least W. The other side of the equation is exactly how much power your
alternator is capable of putting out. You can sometimes find this number by looking at your
alternator, but you may have to contact your local dealer to get a hard number. If you have
trouble finding hard numbers, a car electrical shop or any repair shop with the necessary
equipment will be able to test the real-world power output and consumption of your car. Most
alternators are capable of putting out more watts than the stock electronics consume, and they
can typically handle additional electronics like amplifiers , but the exact output varies from one
make and model to another. If you want to run a lot of power-intensive equipment off your
inverter, you may need to install a high-performance alternator. Some locations to consider
include:. If you want to run electronics in the main cabin of your car, then a trunk installation
may not be convenient. On the other hand, that may be a great location under other
circumstances. Inverters typically come with built-in fans, and a lot of them are actually
designed as big heat sinks. The easiest way to install a car power inverter is to simply plug it
into a 12V accessory outlet. These outlets have traditionally been used for cigarette lighters, but
a lot of new vehicles eschew the lighter entirely. Since the cigarette lighter, or 12V outlet, is tied
into a circuit that typically includes other electronics, there is a limit to how much power you
can draw from it. For that reason, a lot of cigarette lighter inverters artificially limit the available
wattage when using this type of connection. These plug-in inverters are great for laptops and
other small electronic devices. One way to permanently wire a car inverter is to either tap into
power wire or go straight to the battery. After you tap into the battery, an in-line fuse will ensure
that nothing melts down or catches on fire when you switch on the inverter. If you tap into an
existing power wire, you could easily end up with the same set of problems you deal with in
plugging into a cigarette lighter socket. Some fuse boxes are located under the hood, but a lot
of them are conveniently found somewhere under the dash. You can either install a new fuse in
the empty slot and tap into the back of the fuse box or use a spade connector to plug directly
into the front of the fuse box. Adding a new fuse looks cleaner, but plugging in a spade

connector is a little easier. If you don't include a fuse somewhere in the circuit, you could end
up with a fire inside your vehicle should anything go wrong. When getting power from the fuse
box, you should also check to see whether the connection always has power, or if it only has
power when the ignition is on. If you want to be able to plug into your inverter at all times, you'll
want a connection that is always hot, while using one that's only hot when the ignition is on will
prevent your battery from accidentally going dead. Once you've decided how you're going to
wire your inverter into your vehicle's electrical system, you may also want to consider whether
or not you need a pure sine wave inverter. While most applications don't require the extra
expense, there are some electronics that can be damaged by a modified sine wave inverter.
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You can transform your truck into a power supply source for converting your DC power into AC
power to run your devices and other necessary items there. It is now one of the trending ways
to transmit DC power into AC power. Depending on your requirements, you have to consider the
size of the inverter. Therefore, it can be a convenient way to generate power from your car and
truck. And, you can use the AC power to run your household, including fan, light, or charging
phones and other necessary items. Before you go to install the power inverter into your truck,
make sure you have installed the right one. An inverter is a great way to convert the DC power
into AC to minimize the utilization of electricity for your needs. But any power inverter may not
work for your truck because you have to consider a few things before you install one inside
your truck so that you can get the maximum output from it. Depending on the power deficiency
you want to minimize, you have to buy a power inverter for your truck. Also, you have to
determine the space in your truck where you are going to install the power inverter to supply
power for your necessary electrical devices and households. Installing a power inverter is not
so difficult as you might be thinking right now. But it requires a bit of electrical knowledge.
Otherwise, you cannot understand the basic term of these machines when it comes to installing
it inside your truck. So, understanding the basics should be an advantage for you as well. The
first thing should come first. What you have to consider first before you go to install a power
inverter inside your truck is the measurement or size of the power inverter. Any power inverter
is not going to suit your truck. Depending on the space your truck can provide for the
installation of the power inverter is important to know before installing one. The more spacious
your truck inside is, the larger and bigger one you can install inside the truck for converting DC
power into AC power. In this step, you have to arrange all the required things, meaning that you
have to buy several essential things before you go to install a power inverter inside your truck.
These will include an inverter, wiring, 50 amp fuse and housing, crimps, and loop terminals.
When you are done with these important things, you are ready to start the installation process.
In your truck, depending on the size of your power inverter, you have to find out the place where
you can install the power inverter. Rear-seat cushions may be the right place to install the
inverter. In this step, you have to place it by 3M and 5 lb foam tape to secure it. Then you need
to wipe off the top part of the inverter to use tape with an alcohol pad. From here, you need to
direct the wire from the power inverter to the engine bay so that you can connect them. Also,
you can secure it with the metal bolt of the truck to get the contact, or you can connect the
black wire to the metal body panels of your truck. Also, make sure the crimping is also tied
together. Besides, you have to option to use electric tape instead of crimping. You can also
screw it into the place so that it can be secured tightly. And all your installation process is
almost finished here. The last but not least step will tell you to check the connections you have
just finished. Also, make sure that you are checking all the connections turning your power
inverter off. Otherwise, you may have messed up everything if there is any fault connection. You
need to open the fuse housing, and 50 amp fuse is required to be installed. In this way, you can
install the power inverter inside your truck or car or any other vehicle you want to generate AC
power from DC power. Before you start using it, make sure you have re-check everything, and
you are ready to go. Note: If you are thinking of buying a power inverter in your truck, go
through this informative guide about how to choose a power inverter? You may still have some
questions in your mind, right? Maybe, you have the same question in your mind, and you will
get the answers as well from below. The manual will show you how to install a power inverter in
your truck. Still, you have to know the electric field for better understanding. Therefore, it would
be simple and more effortless for you to install a power inverter inside your truck to convert the
DC power into AC. Otherwise, you may find difficulties while installing the power
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inverter in your truck. In this case, you may take help from one who knows, or you can call an
electrician for the installation of the inverter. Save my name, email, and website in this browser
for the next time I comment. Terms of Use. Skip to content. Frequently Asked Questions. Can I
use truck battery for the inverter? Without any confusion, you are free to use your truck battery
for the power inverter. All you need to make sure is the batter is optimum for the power inverter
you are going to use in this case. Do power inverters kill your battery? Yes, an inverter can
drain your battery, not kill. If your engine is running, there are no issues with running your
inverter. Because when the vehicle engine runs, it generates powers for the inverter inside it.
Does power inverter need battery? Without batteries, it is almost impossible to power your
inverter. Because it is impossible for us to keep our engine run all the time. So, several batteries
may be required to power your inverter.

